<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Instructor</th>
<th>Course Codes</th>
<th>Course Title</th>
<th>Days</th>
<th>Times</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ameida, Katia</td>
<td>ANTH 102</td>
<td>Being Human: An Introduction to Social and Cultural Anthropology.</td>
<td>M/W</td>
<td>8:00 - 9:15 AM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ambaye Haile-Selassie, Yohannes</td>
<td>ANTH 375/475</td>
<td>Human Evolution: The Fossil Evidence</td>
<td>T/Th</td>
<td>10:00 - 11:15 AM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gaines, Atwood</td>
<td>ANTH 337/437</td>
<td>Comparative Medical Systems.</td>
<td>T/Th</td>
<td>1:00 - 2:15 PM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goldstein, Melvyn</td>
<td>ANTH 102</td>
<td>Being Human: An Introduction to Social and Cultural Anthropology.</td>
<td>T/Th</td>
<td>1:00 - 2:15 PM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greksa, Lawrence</td>
<td>ANTH 319</td>
<td>Introduction to Human Evolution.</td>
<td>T/Th</td>
<td>11:30 - 12:45 PM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ANTH 480</td>
<td>Introduction to Statistical Analysis in the Social Sciences.</td>
<td>W/F</td>
<td>3:20 - 5:20 PM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haas, Bridget</td>
<td>ANTH 215</td>
<td>Health, Culture, and Disease: An Introduction to Medical Anthropology.</td>
<td>T/Th</td>
<td>10:00 - 11:15 AM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hildebrand, Vanessa</td>
<td>ANTH 338/438</td>
<td>Maternal Health: Anthropological Perspectives on Reproductive Practices and Health Policy.</td>
<td>T/Th</td>
<td>11:30 AM - 12:45 PM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ANTH 339/439</td>
<td>Ethnographic and Qualitative Research Methods</td>
<td>M/W</td>
<td>12:45 - 2:00 PM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McGrath, Janet</td>
<td>ANTH 328/428</td>
<td>Anthro and Public Health.</td>
<td>M/W/F</td>
<td>9:30 - 10:20 AM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ANTH 359/459</td>
<td>Introduction to International Health.</td>
<td>M/W/F</td>
<td>11:40 AM - 12:30 PM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Redmond, Brian</td>
<td>ANTH 202</td>
<td>Archaeology of Eastern North America.</td>
<td>T/Th</td>
<td>10:00 - 11:15 AM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ANTH 380</td>
<td>Independent Study in Laboratory Archaeology I.</td>
<td>TBA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shaffer, Jim</td>
<td>ANTH 107</td>
<td>Archaeology: An Introduction.</td>
<td>T/Th</td>
<td>10:00 - 11:15 AM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ANTH 331</td>
<td>The Most Ancient Near East.</td>
<td>T/Th</td>
<td>2:30 - 3:45 PM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith, Richard</td>
<td>ANTH 382/482</td>
<td>Anthropological and Ecological Perspectives on Preserving and Restoring the Natural World.</td>
<td>T/Th</td>
<td>2:30 AM - 3:45 PM</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
UNDERGRADUATE COURSES

Dr. Katia Almeida - M/W 8:00 - 9:15 AM - 3 credits - 101-LEC(1003).
Dr. Melvyn Goldstein - T/Th 1:00 - 2:15 PM - 3 credits - 100-LEC(1665).
The nature of culture and humans as culture-bearing animals. The range of cultural phenomena including language, social organization, religion, and culture change, and the relevance of anthropology for contemporary social, economic, and ecological problems.

ANTH 103. Introduction to Human Evolution.
Dr. Lawrence Greksa - T/Th 11:30 AM - 12:45 PM - 3 credits - 100-LEC(1004).
Physical, cultural, and technological evolution of humans. The systematic interrelationships between humans, culture, and environment.

ANTH 107. Archaeology: An Introduction.
Dr. Jim Shaffer - T/Th 10:00 - 11:15 AM - 3 credits - 100-LEC(1005).
Basic archaeological concepts are discussed followed by a review of human cultural and biological evolution from the earliest times through development of state organized societies. Geographical scope is worldwide with special attention given to ecological and cultural relationships affecting human societies through time.

Dr. Brian Redmond - T/Th 10:00 - 11:15 AM - 3 credits - 100-LEC(11246).
This course is an introduction to the archaeology and prehistory of the eastern woodlands of North America. Course material will focus on the archaeological record of native societies living east of the Mississippi River from the first arrivals at the end of the Pleistocene up to the coming of Europeans. Specific topics for discussion include late Pleistocene settlement, hunter-gatherer environmental adaptations, the origin of food production, and the development of ranked societies.

ANTH 215. Health, Culture, and Disease: An Introduction to Medical Anthropology.
Dr. Bridget Haas - T/Th 10:00 - 11:15 AM - 3 credits - 100-LEC(11316).
This course is an introduction to the field of medical anthropology. Medical Anthropology is concerned with the cross-cultural study of culture, health, and illness. During the course of the semester, our survey will include (1) theoretical orientations and key concepts; (2) the cross-cultural diversity of health beliefs and practices (abroad and at home); and (3) contemporary issues and special populations (e.g., AIDS, homelessness, refugees, women’s health, and children at risk).
ANTH 305. Child Policy.  
M. Gabriella Celeste - M/W 3:20 - 4:35 PM - 3 credits - 100-LEC(1007).
This course introduces students to issues in child policy that impacts children and families. Local, state and federal child policy will be considered. Topics will include, for example, policies related to child, poverty, education, child welfare, juvenile justice, and children’s physical and mental health. Students will learn how policy is developed, how research informs policy and vice versa, and a framework for analyzing social policy. Crosslist: CHST 301/POSC 382A. Recommended prerequisite: One social sciences course or consent of department.

M. Gabriella Celeste - TBA - 3-6 credits - 100-PRA(1690).
Externships offered through CHST398/ANTH 308 give students an opportunity to work directly with professionals who design and implement policies that impact the lives of children and their families. Agencies involved are active in areas such as public health, including behavioral health, education, juvenile justice, childcare and/or child welfare. Students apply for the externships, and selected students are placed in local public or nonprofit agencies with a policy focus. Each student develops an individualized learning plan in consultation with the Childhood Studies Program faculty and the supervisor in the agency. This course is a 3 credit-hour course and may be taken twice for a total of six credit hours. Crosslist: CHST 398. Prerequisite: CHST 301.

ANTH 319. Introduction to Statistical Analysis in the Social Sciences.  
Dr. Lawrence Greksa - T/Th 10:00 - 11:15 AM - 3 credits - 100-LEC(1008).
Statistical description (central tendency, variation, correlation, etc.) and statistical evaluation (two sample comparisons, regression, analysis of variance, nonparametric statistics). Developing an understanding of statistical inference, particularly on proper usage of statistical methods. Examples from the social sciences. Cannot be used to meet the A&S Humanities and Social Sciences requirement. Not available for credit to students who have completed STAT 201 or STAT 201R or PSCL 282. Counts for CAS Quantitative Reasoning Requirement. Prerequisite: Major in anthropology.
ANTH 325. Economic Anthropology.
Dr. Lee Hoffer - M/W 3:20 - 4:35 PM - 3 credits - 100-LEC(11314).
Economic anthropology is a sub-field of anthropology that examines how people in modern and non-modern societies produce, distribute, exchange, and consume goods, services, and other valued resources. The sub-field seeks to understand how cultures, including our own, organize and structure these activities through institutions, rituals, and beliefs systems. However, unlike the formal approach of the field of economics, the in-depth methods of economic anthropology concentrate on day-to-day experiences of what the economic means, how this is defined, and what we can learn about human behavior through it. This course will introduce students to economic anthropology and some of the major questions and challenges this field addresses. The history of this sub-field, how it relates to economic sociology, and areas where economic anthropology and traditional economics overlap, will also be explored. This class does not present economic anthropology and modern economics as adversaries, instead how and why they are fundamentally different orientations with often seemingly little in common. On this backdrop, this class will survey a number of different topics, including: health commodification; gift exchange; commodity chains; the history of money and debt; why objects have value; how people make ends meet; rational vs. non-rational decision-making; behavioral economic experiments conducted in other cultures; development economics, and why some objects and services have prices while others do not.

Dr. Janet McGrath - M/W/F 9:30 - 10:20 AM - 3 credits - 100-LEC(11138).
Anthropology has a longstanding relationship with the field of public health, which dates back to before the flourishing of medical anthropology as a subfield. Direct participation of medical anthropologists in public health research and practice continues to grow. This course explores the intersection of medical anthropology and public health from the perspective of anthropological history, theory, and methods. Course topics include: the history of anthropological work in public health, medical anthropology theory as a guide to anthropological public health research, and anthropological methods and approaches to public health work. Case studies from around the world will be employed throughout the course.

ANTH 331. The Most Ancient Near East.
Dr. Jim Shaffer - T/Th 2:30 - 3:45 PM - 3 credits - 100-LEC(1009).
The Near East, archaeologically, is the most intensely research area in the world. The research, spanning 150 years, reveals a continuous record of human adaptation spanning two million years, five human species, multiple major environmental changes, and shifts in human adaptive strategies from nomadic hunting and gathering to sedentary village agriculture and the emergence of urban centers “civilization”. The archaeological record of this extraordinary period beginning two million years ago until about 4000 B.C. is reviewed. Emphasis is placed on the human response to social and ecological changes. The course examines how the emergence of sedentary settlements, surplus food production, population growth, interregional trade, and social-economically stratified societies fundamentally changed the human condition.
Recommended prerequisite: ANTH 102 or ANTH 107.
ANTH 337. Comparative Medical Systems.
Dr. Atwood Gaines - T/Th 1:00 - 2:15 PM - 3 credits - 100-LEC(11131).
This course considers the world's major medical systems. Foci include professional and folk medical systems of Asia and South Asia, North and South America, Europe and the Mediterranean, including the Christian and Islamic medical traditions. Attention is paid to medical origins and the relationship of popular to professional medicines. The examination of each medical tradition includes consideration of its psychological medicine and system of medical ethics. **Recommended preparation:** ANTH 215.

Dr. Vanessa Hildebrand - T/Th 11:30 AM - 12:45 PM - 3 credits - 100-LEC(3218).
The reproductive process is shared by humans as biological beings. However, the experience of pregnancy and childbirth is also dependent on the cultural, social, political, historical, and political-economic setting. This course frames issues in reproductive health by looking at the complex issues associated with maternal health and mortality world-wide. After reviewing biomedical perspectives on reproductive processes this course will focus on childbirth and pregnancy as the process and ritual by which societies welcome new members. This course will review ethnomedical concepts; discuss the interaction between local, national, and global agendas shaping reproductive practices; and conclude with anthropological critiques of reproductive health initiatives.

ANTH 339. Ethnographic and Qualitative Research Methods.
Dr. Lee Hoffer - M/W 12:45 - 2:00 PM - 3 credits - 100-SEM(2808).
This is a course on applying ethnographic research methods in the social sciences. Ethnographic research seeks to understand and describe the experiences of research participants (i.e. subjects) through becoming involved in their daily lives. Findings from ethnography are generated through systematic observation within the natural context in which behavior occurs (i.e., fieldwork). Unlike methods that emphasize detachment, distance, and objectivity, ethnography involves developing knowledge by becoming an ad hoc member of the group(s) one is studying. The principal techniques of ethnography, “participant-observation” and “in-depth open ended interviewing,” require actively engaging the research process. This class will explore ethnographic research techniques, as well as other qualitative research methods. In addition to addressing how such methods make claims about social phenomena, this class will also explore more practical topics such as: developing questions, entering the field, establishing rapport, taking and managing field notes, coding data, and data analysis. Lectures, readings and class discussion will be complimented by assignments using techniques. **Prerequisite:** ANTH 102.

ANTH 359. Introduction to International Health.
Dr. Janet McGrath - M/W/F 11:40 AM - 12:30 PM - 3 credits - 100-LEC(2952).
Critical health problems and needs in developing countries. Prevalence of infectious disease, malnutrition, chronic disease, injury control. Examines strategies for improvement of health in less developed countries. **Recommended preparation:** ANTH 102.
Dr. Atwood Gaines - T/Th 4:00 - 5:15 PM - 3 credits - 100-LEC(11445).
Gender roles and sex differences throughout the life cycle considered from a cross-cultural perspective. Major approaches to explaining sex roles discussed in light of information from both Western and non-Western cultures. Cross-list: WGST 365. Prerequisite: ANTH 102 or consent of department.

Dr. Yohannes Ambaye Haile-Selassie - T/Th 10:00 - 11:15 AM - 3 credits - 100-LEC(3221).
This course will survey the biological and behavioral changes that occurred in the hominid lineage during the past five million years. In addition to a thorough review of the fossil evidence for human evolution, students will develop the theoretical framework in evolutionary biology. Crosslist: ANAT 375. Recommended preparation: ANTH 377 and BIOL 225. Prerequisite: ANTH 103.

ANTH 377. Human Osteology.
Dr. Scott Simpson - T/Th 2:45 - 4:15 PM - 4 credits - 100-LEC(1010).
This course for upper division undergraduates and graduate students will review the following topics: human skeletal development and identification; and forensic identification (skeletal aging, sex identification and population affiliation). Cross-list: ANAT 377.

ANTH 380. Independent Study in Laboratory Archaeology I.
Dr. Brian Redmond - TBA - 1-3 credits - 100-IND(2167).
This course provides an introduction to the basic methods and techniques of artifact curation and laboratory analysis in archaeology. Under the supervision of the instructor, each student will develop and carry out a focused project of material analysis and interpretation using the archaeology collections of the Cleveland Museum of Natural History. Each student is required to spend a minimum of two hours per week in the Archaeology laboratory for each credit hour taken. By the end of the course, the student will prepare a short report describing the results of their particular project. Recommended preparation: ANTH 107 and permission of department, and prior permission of Department of Archaeology at the Cleveland Museum of Natural History.
ANTH 382. Anthropological and Ecological Perspectives on Preserving and Restoring the Natural World.
Dr. Richard Smith - T/Th 2:30 AM - 3:45 PM - 3 credits - 100-SEM(2570).
Now that the environmentally deleterious effects of modern Western culture on the natural world have reached major proportions it has become crucial to explore innovative solutions to this dilemma. In this course novel perspectives derived from the intersection of anthropology and ecology are discussed. The primary perspective focused upon is the understanding that human culture and the natural world in which it is embedded are essentially communicative, or semiotic processes, which thrive upon diverse interaction and feedback. Preserving and restoring the Natural World thus shifts from protecting individual species and particular cultural practices to enhancing the communicative matrix of life and multiple cultural views of the environment. Through this understanding, students will learn to apply a more elegant, effective, and aesthetically pleasing perspective to the challenging environmental issues facing our contemporary world. An in-depth examination of the North American Prairie, along with a comparison of influences on the landscape by indigenous and modern Western Culture will serve as the particular region of focus.
Counts as SAGES Departmental Seminar.

ANTH 391. Honors Tutorial.
Staff - TBA - 3 credits - Dr. Beall - 101-RSC(1999); Dr. Gaines - 102-RSC(2000); Dr. Goldstein - 103-RSC(2001); Dr. Greksa - 104-RSC(2002); Dr. Hildebrand - 105-RSC(2003); Dr. Hoffer - 106-RSC(2004); Dr. Korbin - 107-RSC(2005); Dr. McGrath - 108-RSC(2006); Dr. Shaffer - 109-RSC(2007); Dr. Ambaye - 110-RSC(2599); Dr. Shi - 111-RSC(3493).
This program is open to Anthropology majors who have completed 15 hours of anthropology courses and successfully maintained a 3.25 grade point average in Anthropology and a 3.0 grade point average overall. The application process consists of arranging a research project with a faculty mentor, providing the faculty member with a transcript to verify the GPA requirements, and agreement on the project. Although an Anthropology SAGES Capstone can be a library research paper, the Honors Tutorial must be a research project. In addition, the Capstone and the Honors must be different projects. The faculty mentor will give permission for students accepted into the Honors Program to register for ANTH 391 and ANTH 392 Honors Tutorial in the spring of their junior year and the fall of their senior year. The primary product of the Honors project is a research paper which will be made available for review by all Anthropology faculty before the end of the fall semester of the senior year.
Prerequisite: Acceptance into Honors Program.
ANTH 392. Honors Tutorial.
Staff - TBA - 3 credits - Dr. Beall - 101-RSC(2009); Dr. Gaines - 102-RSC(2010); Dr. Goldstein - 103-RSC(2011); Dr. Greksa - 104-RSC(2012); Dr. Hildebrand - 105-RSC(2013); Dr. Hoffer - 106-RSC(2014); Dr. Korbin - 107-RSC(2015); Dr. McGrath - 108-RSC(2016); Dr. Shaffer - 109-RSC(2017); Dr. Ambaye - 110-RSC(2621); Dr. Shi - 111-RSC(3494).
This program is open to Anthropology majors who have completed 15 hours of anthropology courses and successfully maintained a 3.25 grade point average in Anthropology and a 3.0 grade point average overall. The application process consists of arranging a research project with a faculty mentor, providing the faculty member with a transcript to verify the GPA requirements, and agreement on the project. Although an Anthropology SAGES Capstone can be a library research paper, the Honors Tutorial must be a research project. In addition, the Capstone and the Honors must be different projects. The faculty mentor will give permission for students accepted into the Honors Program to register for ANTH 391 and ANTH 392 Honors Tutorial in the spring of their junior year and the fall of their senior year. The primary product of the Honors project is a research paper which will be made available for review by all Anthropology faculty before the end of the fall semester of the senior year.
Prerequisite: Acceptance into Honors Program.

ANTH 396. Undergraduate Research in Evolutionary Biology.
Dr. Cynthia Beall - TBA - 3 credits - 100-RSC(2575).
Students propose and conduct guided research on an aspect of evolutionary biology. The research will be sponsored and supervised by a member of the CASE faculty or other qualified professional. A written report must be submitted to the Evolutionary Biology Steering Committee before credit is granted. Crosslist: BIOL/EEPS/PHIL 396. Prerequisite: ANTH 225 or equivalent.

ANTH 398. Anthropology SAGES Capstone.
Staff - TBA - 3 credits - Dr. Beall - 100-RSC(2030); Dr. Greksa - 101-RSC(2031); Dr. Goldstein - 102-RSC(1669); Dr. Shaffer - 103-RSC(1670); Dr. Gaines - 105-RSC(1673); Dr. Korbin - 106-RSC(1672); Dr. McGrath - 107-RSC(1671); Dr. Redmond - 108-RSC(1746); Dr. Simpson - 109-RSC(1749); Dr. Hoffer - 110-RSC(1781); Dr. Hildebrand - 111-RSC(2018); Dr. Ambaye - 112-RSC(2019); Dr. Furin - 113-RSC(2436); M. Gabriella Celeste - 114-RSC(2639); Dr. Almeida - 115-RSC(2897); Dr. Shi - 116-RSC(3049).
Supervised original research on a topic in anthropology, culminating in a written report and a public presentation. The research project may be in the form of an independent research project, a literature review, or some other original project with anthropological significance. The project must be approved and supervised by faculty. Group research projects are acceptable, but a plan which clearly identifies the distinct and substantial role of each participant must be approved by the supervising faculty. Counts as SAGES Senior capstone. Prerequisite: Major in Anthropology.
ANTH 398C. Child Policy Externship and Capstone.
M. Gabriella Celeste - TBA - 3 credits - 100-LEC(1692).
Externships offered through CHST/ANTH/PSCL 398C give students an opportunity to work directly with professionals who design and implement policies that impact the lives of children and their families. Agencies involved are active in areas such as public health, including behavioral health, education, juvenile justice, childcare and/or child welfare. Students apply for the externships, and selected students are placed in local public or nonprofit agencies with a policy focus. Each student develops an individualized learning plan in consultation with the Childhood Studies Program faculty and the supervisor in the agency.
Crosslist: CHST/PSCL 398C. Counts as SAGES Senior Capstone. Prerequisite: CHST 301.

ANTH 399. Independent Study.
Staff – TBA – 1-6 credits - Dr. Beall - 101-IND(1480); Dr. Gaines - 102-IND(1490); Dr. Goldstein - 103-IND(1491); Dr. Greksa - 104-IND(1492); Dr. Korbin - 105-IND(1493); Dr. McGrath - 106-IND(1494); Dr. Shaffer - 107-IND(1523); Dr. Simpson - 108-IND(1756); Dr. Hoffer - 109-IND(1778); Dr. Hildebrand - 110-IND(2020); Dr. Almeida - 111-IND(2021); Dr. Redmond - 112-IND(2022); Dr. Ambaye - 113-IND(2600); Dr. Shi - 114-IND(3495).
Students may propose topics for independent reading and research.
Prerequisite: Consent of the department.
**ANTH 425. Economic Anthropology.**  
*Dr. Lee Hoffer - M/W 3:20 - 4:35 PM - 3 credits - 100-LEC(11315).*  
Economic anthropology is a sub-field of anthropology that examines how people in modern and non-modern societies produce, distribute, exchange, and consume goods, services, and other valued resources. The sub-field seeks to understand how cultures, including our own, organize and structure these activities through institutions, rituals, and beliefs systems. However, unlike the formal approach of the field of economics, the in-depth methods of economic anthropology concentrate on day-to-day experiences of what the economic means, how this is defined, and what we can learn about human behavior through it. This course will introduce students to economic anthropology and some of the major questions and challenges this field addresses. The history of this sub-field, how it relates to economic sociology, and areas where economic anthropology and traditional economics overlap, will also be explored. This class does not present economic anthropology and modern economics as adversaries, instead how and why they are fundamentally different orientations with often seemingly little in common. On this backdrop, this class will survey a number of different topics, including: health commodification; gift exchange; commodity chains; the history of money and debt; why objects have value; how people make ends meet; rational vs. non-rational decision-making; behavioral economic experiments conducted in other cultures; development economics, and why some objects and services have prices while others do not. *(See ANTH 325.)*

**ANTH 428. Medical Anthropology and Public Health.**  
*Dr. Janet McGrath - M/W/F 9:30 - 10:20 AM - 3 credits - 100-LEC(11139).*  
Anthropology has a longstanding relationship with the field of public health, which dates back to before the flourishing of medical anthropology as a subfield. Direct participation of medical anthropologists in public health research and practice continues to grow. This course explores the intersection of medical anthropology and public health from the perspective of anthropological history, theory, and methods. Course topics include: the history of anthropological work in public health, medical anthropology theory as a guide to anthropological public health research, and anthropological methods and approaches to public health work. Case studies from around the world will be employed throughout the course. *(See ANTH 328.)*

**ANTH 437. Comparative Medical Systems.**  
*Dr. Atwood Gaines - T/Th 1:00 - 2:15 PM - 3 credits - 100-LEC(11132).*  
This course considers the world’s major medical systems. Foci include professional and folk medical systems of Asia and South Asia, North and South America, Europe and the Mediterranean, including the Christian and Islamic medical traditions. Attention is paid to medical origins and the relationship of popular to professional medicines. The examination of each medical tradition includes consideration of its psychological medicine and system of medical ethics.  
**Recommended preparation: ANTH 215.** *(See ANTH 337.)*
Dr. Vanessa Hildebrand - T/Th 11:30 AM - 12:45 PM - 3 credits - 100-LEC(3219).
The reproductive process is shared by humans as biological beings. However, the experience of pregnancy and childbirth is also dependent on the cultural, social, political, historical, and political-economic setting. This course frames issues in reproductive health by looking at the complex issues associated with maternal health and mortality world-wide. After reviewing biomedical perspectives on reproductive processes this course will focus on childbirth and pregnancy as the process and ritual by which societies welcome new members. This course will review ethnomedical concepts; discuss the interaction between local, national, and global agendas shaping reproductive practices; and conclude with anthropological critiques of reproductive health initiatives. (See ANTH 338.)

ANTH 439. Ethnographic and Qualitative Research Methods.
Dr. Lee Hoffer - M/W 12:45 - 2:00 PM - 3 credits - 100-SEM(2809).
This is a course on applying ethnographic research methods in the social sciences. Ethnographic research seeks to understand and describe the experiences of research participants (i.e. subjects) through becoming involved in their daily lives. Findings from ethnography are generated through systematic observation within the natural context in which behavior occurs (i.e. fieldwork). Unlike methods that emphasize detachment, distance, and objectivity, ethnography involves developing knowledge by becoming an ad hoc member of the group(s) one is studying. The principal techniques of ethnography, “participant-observation” and “In-depth open ended interviewing,” require actively engaging the research process. This class will explore ethnographic research techniques, as well as other qualitative research methods. In addition to addressing how such methods make claims about social phenomena, this class will also explore more practical topics such as developing questions, entering the field, establishing rapport, taking and managing field notes, coding data, and data analysis. Lectures, readings, and class discussion will be complimented by assignments using techniques. Prerequisite: ANTH 102. (See ANTH 339.)

ANTH459. Introduction to International Health.
Dr. Janet McGrath - M/W/F 11:40 AM - 12:30 PM - 3 credits - 100-LEC(2953).
Critical health problems and needs in developing countries. Prevalence of infectious disease, malnutrition, chronic disease, injury control. Examines strategies for improvement of health in less developed countries. Recommended preparation: ANTH 102. (See ANTH 359.)

Dr. Atwood Gaines - T/Th 4:00 - 5:15 PM - 3 credits - 100-LEC(11446).
Gender roles and sex differences throughout the life cycle considered from a cross-cultural perspective. Major approaches to explaining sex roles discussed in light of information from both Western and non-Western cultures. Cross-list: WGST 365. Prerequisite: ANTH 102 or consent of department. (See ANTH 365.)
Dr. Yohannes Ambaye Haile-Selassie - T/Th 10:00 - 11:15 AM - 3 credits - 100-LEC(3222).  
This course will survey the biological and behavioral changes that occurred in the hominid lineage during the past five million years. In addition to a thorough review of the fossil evidence for human evolution, students will develop the theoretical framework in evolutionary biology. Crosslist: ANAT 375.  
Recommended preparation: ANTH 377 and BIOL 225. Prerequisite: ANTH 103.

*ANTH 477. Human Osteology.  
Dr. Scott Simpson - T/Th 2:30 - 4:15 PM - 4 credits - 100-LEC(1616).  
This course for upper division undergraduates and graduate students will review the following topics: human skeletal development and identification; and forensic identification (skeletal aging, sex identification and population affiliation). Cross-list: ANAT 377. (See ANTH 377.)

ANTH 480. Medical Anthropology and Global Health I.  
Dr. Lawrence Greksa – W/F 3:20 - 5:20 PM – 3 credits - 100-LEC(2168).  
The first in a sequence of two graduate core courses in medical anthropology and global health. This course focuses on foundational concepts and theories in medical anthropology, as well as topical areas which have been central to the development of the field. Prerequisite: Graduate standing in anthropology.

*ANTH 482. Anthropological and Ecological Perspectives on Preserving and Restoring the Natural World.  
Dr. Richard Smith - T/Th 2:30 - 3:45 PM - 3 credits - 100-SEM(2571).  
Now that the environmentally deleterious effects of modern Western culture on the natural world have reached major proportions it has become crucial to explore innovative solutions to this dilemma. In this course novel perspectives derived from the intersection of anthropology and ecology are discussed. The primary perspective focused upon is the understanding that human culture and the natural world in which it is embedded are essentially communicative, or semiotic processes, which thrive upon diverse interaction and feedback. Preserving and restoring the Natural World thus shifts from protecting individual species and particular cultural practices to enhancing the communicative matrix of life and multiple cultural views of the environment. Through this understanding, students will learn to apply a more elegant, effective, and aesthetically pleasing perspective to the challenging environmental issues facing our contemporary world. An in-depth examination of the North American Prairie, along with a comparison of influences on the landscape by indigenous and modern Western Culture will serve as the particular region of focus. (See ANTH 382.)
Staff – TBA - (1-18 credits) – Dr. Beall - 101-RSC(1013); Dr. Gaines - 102-RSC(1495);
Dr. Goldstein - 103-RSC(1496); Dr. Greksa - 104-RSC(1497); Dr. Korbin - 105-RSC(1498);
Dr. McGrath - 106-RSC(1499); Dr. Hoffer - 107-RSC(1759); Dr. Hildebrand - 108-RSC(2023);
Dr. Shi - 109-RSC(3496).
(Credit as arranged.) Advanced studies in anthropology.

ANTH 601. Independent Research.
Staff - TBA - 1-18 credits – Dr. Beall - 101-RSC(1015); Dr. Gaines - 102-RSC(1016);
Dr. Goldstein - 103-RSC(1500); Dr. Greksa - 104-RSC(1501); Dr. Korbin - 105-RSC(1502);
Dr. McGrath - 106-RSC(1503); Dr. Hoffer - 107-RSC(1779); Dr. Hildebrand - 108-RSC(2024);
Dr. Ambaye - 109-RSC(2458); Dr. Shi - 110-RSC(3497). (Credit as arranged.)

ANTH 701. Dissertation (Ph.D.)
Staff - TBA - 1-9 credits - Dr. Beall - 101-DSR(1018); Dr. Gaines - 102-DSR(1019);
Dr. Goldstein - 103-DSR(1020); Dr. Greksa - 104-DSR(1021); Dr. Korbin - 106-DSR(1504);
Dr. McGrath - 107-DSR(1505); Dr. Hoffer - 108-DSR(1780); Dr. Hildebrand - 109-DSR(2025);
Dr. Shi - 110-DSR(3498). (Credit as arranged.)
Prerequisite: Predoctoral research consent or advanced to Ph.D. candidacy milestone.